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内  容  摘  要  
（2）实行公诉引导侦查；（3）取消法庭审理阶段的补充侦查。 
 





























Supplemental investigation, as one of the systems of criminal procedure, has an 
important significance in ascertaining the facts and punishing the criminals. This 
article review the historical evolution of the supplemental system in our country. 
Through analyzing the related contrast with foreign countries, it points out the value 
orientation of superior in punishing criminals to in guaranteeing the human rights. In 
addition, it points out vision of reforming the supplemental investigation in our 
country. 
The article divides into five chapters in all, besides the preface and the 
concluding remarks. 
Chapter One: A Summary of the supplemental investigation system of our 
country. In this chapter, I study the source and the development of the supplemental 
investigation and preliminarily analyze the characteristics and the purposes of 
legislating and so on. 
Chapter Two: A complement of the supplemental investigation of foreign 
countries. In the chapter, I introduce and analyze the common law system and civil 
law system, and point out the superior in punishing the criminals to in guaranteeing 
the human rights by the contrast of the system. 
Chapter Three: The analysis of the present situation of Chinese supplemental 
investigation. In the chapter, I study the present practicing situation of Chinese 
supplemental system. On one hand, the system has a certain positive effect on 
investigating the facts. On the other hand, the system exists some problems in 
practicing, such as too many supplemental investigations and too little application of 
self supplemental investigation existing in legal practice, covert extended custody, 
results of supplemental investigation failing to accomplish an intended result, and so on. 
Chapter Four: The analysis of the reasons of the supplemental system. In the 
chapter, I analyze the reasons for the problems of practicing the supplemental system. 
In the conception level, the conception of regarding substantiality and depreciating 
procedure makes investigative organs and prosecution organs to take flexible choice 














necessary of returning supplemental investigation; the conception of regarding solve a 
case and depreciating supplemental investigation makes investigative organs to pay 
no attention to collecting evidence for the sake of prosecution organs,that results in 
the poor quality of supplemental investigation. In the system level, because of the 
parallel status between investigative organs and prosecution organs, the supplemental 
investigation can't serve the prosecution. In the legislation level, because China's law 
and regulations are illegibly and coarse, makes no restriction on the supplemental 
investigation, investigative organs can do it at them pleasure. 
Chapter Five: The conception of consummating the supplemental investigation 
system of our country. In the chapter, I propose some ways of reforming: (1): making 
thins law and regulation; (2): implements prosecution to induct criminal investigation; 
(3): canceling the supplemental investigation in court inquisition. 
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第二节  补充侦查制度在我国的历史演进 
 
补充侦查作为我党确立的一项刑事诉讼制度，可追溯到第二次国内革命战争
时期。1931 年 10 月 4 日鄂、豫、皖区苏维埃政府颁布的《革命法庭与政治保卫
局的关系及区别》中规定：“保卫局通常对案犯证据考察清楚后，须交革命法庭
































之后， 高人民法院又于 1956 年 10 月印发的《各级人民法院刑事案件审判










                                                        
① 中国新民主主义革命时期根据地法制文献选编（第三卷）[Z]. 北京: 中国科学出版社 1981.340. 
② 同上，第 418 页。 
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